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SIZE 3695 RTO 36M RTO 48M

12x32  $9,495.00  $444.58  $400.63 

12x36  $10,445.00  $488.56  $440.21 

12x40  $11,195.00  $523.29  $471.46 

14x32  $12,045.00  $562.64  $506.88 

14x36  $13,145.00  $613.56  $552.71 

14x40  $14,245.00  $664.49  $598.54 

16x32  $13,645.00  $636.71  $573.54 

16x36  $14,595.00  $680.69  $613.13 

16x40  $15,545.00  $724.68  $652.71 

SIZE 3695 RTO 36M RTO 48M

8x16  $4,245.00  $201.53  $181.88 

10x16  $4,695.00  $222.36  $200.63 

10x20  $5,495.00  $259.40  $233.96 

10x24  $6,245.00  $294.12  $265.21 

12x16  $5,795.00  $273.29  $246.46 

12x20  $6,795.00  $319.58  $288.13 

12x24  $7,345.00  $345.05  $311.04 

12x32  $8,745.00  $409.86  $369.38 

12x36  $9,495.00  $444.58  $400.63 

12x40  $9,895.00  $463.10  $417.29 

14x24  $9,095.00  $426.06  $383.96 

14x32  $11,145.00  $520.97  $469.38 

14x36  $12,245.00  $571.90  $515.21 

14x40  $13,395.00  $625.14  $563.13 

16x32  $12,995.00  $606.62  $546.46 

16x36  $14,045.00  $655.23  $590.21 

16x40  $15,195.00  $708.47  $638.13 

SIZE 3695 RTO 36M RTO 48M

10x20  $5,745.00  $270.97  $244.38 

12x16  $6,045.00  $284.86  $256.88 

12x20  $7,045.00  $331.16  $298.54 

12x24  $7,595.00  $356.62  $321.46 

12x32  $8,995.00  $421.44  $379.79 

12x36  $9,695.00  $453.84  $408.96 

12x40  $10,495.00  $490.88  $442.29 

14x24  $9,445.00  $442.27  $398.54 

14x32  $11,445.00  $534.86  $481.88 

14x36  $12,495.00  $583.47  $525.63 

14x40  $13,695.00  $639.03  $575.63 

16x32  $13,245.00  $618.19  $556.88 

16x36  $14,195.00  $662.18  $596.46 

16x40  $15,445.00  $720.05  $648.54 

SIZE 3695 RTO 36M RTO 48M

12x24  $7,695.00  $361.25  $325.63 

12x32  $9,045.00  $423.75  $381.88 

12x36  $9,845.00  $460.79  $415.21 

12x40  $10,645.00  $497.82  $448.54 

14x24  $9,445.00  $442.27  $398.54 

14x32  $11,445.00  $534.86  $481.88 

14x36  $12,545.00  $585.79  $527.71 

14x40  $13,695.00  $639.03  $575.63 

16x32  $13,295.00  $620.51  $558.96 

16x36  $14,245.00  $664.49  $598.54 

16x40  $15,495.00  $722.36  $650.63 

SIZE 3695 RTO 36M RTO 48M

8x12  $2,795.00  $134.40  $121.46 

8x16  $3,445.00  $164.49  $148.54 

10x12  $3,395.00  $162.18  $146.46 

10x14  $3,695.00  $176.06  $158.96 

10x16  $3,795.00  $180.69  $163.13 

10x20  $4,645.00  $220.05  $198.54 

12x12  $4,095.00  $194.58  $175.63 

12x14  $4,445.00  $210.79  $190.21 

12x16  $5,245.00  $247.82  $223.54 

12x20  $5,745.00  $270.97  $244.38 

12x24  $6,595.00  $310.32  $279.79 

12x32  $7,845.00  $368.19  $331.88 

12x36  $8,295.00  $389.03  $350.63 

12x40  $8,995.00  $421.44  $379.79 

14x24  $8,045.00  $377.45  $340.21 

14x32  $10,045.00  $470.05  $423.54 

14x36  $11,095.00  $518.66  $467.29 

14x40  $12,145.00  $567.27  $511.04 

16x32  $11,545.00  $539.49  $486.04 

16x36  $12,745.00  $595.05  $536.04 

16x40  $13,995.00  $652.92  $588.13 

SIZE 3695 RTO 36M RTO 48M

8x16  $3,645.00  $173.75  $156.88 

10x14  $3,895.00  $185.32  $167.29 

10x16  $3,995.00  $189.95  $171.46 

10x20  $4,845.00  $229.31  $206.88 

12x14  $4,645.00  $220.05  $198.54 

12x16  $5,445.00  $257.08  $231.88 

12x20  $5,945.00  $280.23  $252.71 

12x24  $6,795.00  $319.58  $288.13 

12x32  $8,045.00  $377.45  $340.21 

12x36  $8,495.00  $398.29  $358.96 

12x40  $9,195.00  $430.69  $388.13 

14x24  $8,195.00  $384.40  $346.46 

14x32  $10,245.00  $479.31  $431.88 

14x36  $11,295.00  $527.92  $475.63 

14x40  $12,345.00  $576.53  $519.38 

16x32  $11,745.00  $548.75  $494.38 

16x36  $12,945.00  $604.31  $544.38 

16x40  $14,145.00  $659.86  $594.38 

SIZE 3695 RTO 36M RTO 48M

12x20  $6,845.00  $321.90  $290.21 

12x24  $7,695.00  $361.25  $325.63 

12x32  $8,945.00  $419.12  $377.71 

12x36  $10,295.00  $481.62  $433.96 

12x40  $10,995.00  $514.03  $463.13 

14x24  $9,295.00  $435.32  $392.29 

14x32  $11,195.00  $523.29  $471.46 

14x36  $12,295.00  $574.21  $517.29 

14x40  $13,295.00  $620.51  $558.96 

16x32  $12,595.00  $588.10  $529.79 

16x36  $13,795.00  $643.66  $579.79 

16x40  $15,195.00  $708.47  $638.13 

ULG - Urethane Lofted Garage

ULBC - Urethane Lofted Barn Cabin ULB - Urethane Lofted Barn

USLB - Urethane Side Lofted Barn

USLBC - Urethane Side  
 Lofted Barn Cabin

UCLBC - Urethane Center  
 Lofted Barn Cabin

(pictured in metal)

UPLBC - Urethane Premier  
 Lofted Barn Cabin

SIZE 3695 RTO 36M RTO 48M

8x12  $1,695.00  $83.47  $75.63 

8x16  $1,995.00  $97.36  $88.13 

10x12  $2,045.00  $99.68  $90.21 

10x16  $2,445.00  $118.19  $106.88 

10x20  $3,045.00  $145.97  $131.88 

12x16  $3,145.00  $150.60  $136.04 

12x20  $3,445.00  $164.49  $148.54 

12x24  $3,745.00  $178.38  $161.04 

MTS - Toolshed
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SIZE 3695 RTO 36M RTO 48M

8x16  $3,595.00  $171.44  $154.79 
10x16  $4,495.00  $213.10  $192.29 
10x20  $5,395.00  $254.77  $229.79 
10x24  $5,795.00  $273.29  $246.46 
12x16  $4,995.00  $236.25  $213.13 
12x20  $5,845.00  $275.60  $248.54 
12x24  $6,745.00  $317.27  $286.04 
12x32  $8,045.00  $377.45  $340.21 
12x36  $8,445.00  $395.97  $356.88 
12x40  $9,045.00  $423.75  $381.88 
14x24  $8,295.00  $389.03  $350.63 
14x32  $9,845.00  $460.79  $415.21 
14x36  $10,845.00  $507.08  $456.88 
14x40  $11,745.00  $548.75  $494.38 
16x32  $11,045.00  $516.34  $465.21 

16x36  $12,345.00  $576.53  $519.38 

16x40  $13,595.00  $634.40  $571.46 

SIZE 3695 RTO 36M RTO 48M

12x24  $6,995.00  $328.84  $296.46 
12x32  $8,295.00  $389.03  $350.63 
12x36  $8,695.00  $407.55  $367.29 
12x40  $9,295.00  $435.32  $392.29 
14x24  $8,595.00  $402.92  $363.13 
14x32  $10,095.00  $472.36  $425.63 
14x36  $11,045.00  $516.34  $465.21 
14x40  $11,995.00  $560.32  $504.79 
16x32  $11,995.00  $560.32  $504.79 

16x36  $12,595.00  $588.10  $529.79 

16x40  $13,845.00  $645.97  $581.88 

SIZE 3695 RTO 36M RTO 48M

12x20  $6,245.00  $294.12  $265.21 
12x24  $6,795.00  $319.58  $288.13 
12x32  $8,095.00  $379.77  $342.29 
12x36  $8,695.00  $407.55  $367.29 
12x40  $9,445.00  $442.27  $398.54 

14x24  $8,695.00  $407.55  $367.29 
14x32  $10,345.00  $483.94  $436.04 
14x36  $11,345.00  $530.23  $477.71 
14x40  $12,195.00  $569.58  $513.13 
16x32  $11,695.00  $546.44  $492.29 

16x36  $12,845.00  $599.68  $540.21 

16x40  $14,095.00  $657.55  $592.29 

SIZE 3695 RTO 36M RTO 48M

8x12  $2,495.00  $120.51  $108.96 
8x16  $3,195.00  $152.92  $138.13 
10x12  $3,095.00  $148.29  $133.96 
10x14  $3,345.00  $159.86  $144.38 

10x16  $3,495.00  $166.81  $150.63 
10x20  $4,245.00  $201.53  $181.88 
12x12  $3,695.00  $176.06  $158.96 
12x14  $4,095.00  $194.58  $175.63 
12x16  $4,495.00  $213.10  $192.29 
12x20  $5,095.00  $240.88  $217.29 
12x24  $5,695.00  $268.66  $242.29 
12x32  $6,995.00  $328.84  $296.46 
12x36  $7,295.00  $342.73  $308.96 
12x40  $8,095.00  $379.77  $342.29 
14x24  $7,395.00  $347.36  $313.13 
14x32  $9,195.00  $430.69  $388.13 
14x36  $10,195.00  $476.99  $429.79 
14x40  $11,145.00  $520.97  $469.38 
16x32  $10,645.00  $497.82  $448.54 
16x36  $11,545.00  $539.49  $486.04 
16x40  $12,845.00  $599.68  $540.21 

SIZE 3695 RTO 36M RTO 48M

8x16  $3,395.00  $162.18  $146.46 
10x14  $3,545.00  $169.12  $152.71 
10x16  $3,695.00  $176.06  $158.96 
10x20  $4,445.00  $210.79  $190.21 
12x14  $4,295.00  $203.84  $183.96 
12x16  $4,595.00  $217.73  $196.46 
12x20  $5,295.00  $250.14  $225.63 
12x24  $5,895.00  $277.92  $250.63 
12x32  $7,195.00  $338.10  $304.79 
12x36  $7,495.00  $351.99  $317.29 
12x40  $8,295.00  $389.03  $350.63 
14x24  $7,595.00  $356.62  $321.46 
14x32  $9,395.00  $439.95  $396.46 
14x36  $10,395.00  $486.25  $438.13 
14x40  $11,295.00  $527.92  $475.63 
16x32  $10,845.00  $507.08  $456.88 
16x36  $11,745.00  $548.75  $494.38 
16x40  $13,045.00  $608.94  $548.54 

SIZE 3695 RTO 36M RTO 48M

6x10  $2,295.00  $111.25  $100.63 
8x10  $2,295.00  $111.25  $100.63 
8x12  $2,395.00  $115.88  $104.79 
8x16  $3,195.00  $152.92  $138.13 
10x12  $3,095.00  $148.29  $133.96 

10x16  $3,495.00  $166.81  $150.63 

UPGS - Premier Garden Shed

SIZE 3695 RTO 36M RTO 48M

6x10  $2,295.00  $111.25  $100.63 
8x10  $2,295.00  $111.25  $100.63 
8x12  $2,395.00  $115.88  $104.79 
8x16  $3,195.00  $152.92  $138.13 
10x12  $3,095.00  $148.29  $133.96 

10x16  $3,495.00  $166.81  $150.63 

UPCS - Premier Cottage Shed

SIZE 3695 RTO 36M RTO 48M

12x32  $8,745.00  $409.86  $369.38 

12x36  $10,095.00  $472.36  $425.63 

12x40  $10,795.00  $504.77  $454.79 

14x32  $10,595.00  $495.51  $446.46 

14x36  $11,795.00  $551.06  $496.46 

14x40  $12,545.00  $585.79  $527.71 

16x32  $12,095.00  $564.95  $508.96 

16x36  $13,495.00  $629.77  $567.29 

16x40  $14,895.00  $694.58  $625.63 

UPC - Urethane Premier Cabin

UC- Urethane Cabin

UCC- Urethane Center Cabin

UG - Urethane GarageUUTX - Urethane Utility

USUTX - Urethane Side Utility

BUY OR RENT TO OWN! NO CREDIT CHECK!


